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The frequent use of antimicrobials in pediatric patients has led to a significant increase in multidrugresistant bacterial infections among children. Antimicrobial stewardship programs have been created in
many hospitals in an effort to curtail and optimize the use of antibiotics. Pediatric-focused programs are
necessary because of the differences in antimicrobial need and use among this patient population, unique
considerations and dosing, vulnerability for resistance due to a lifetime of antibiotic exposure, and the
increased risk of adverse events. This paper serves as a position statement of the Pediatric Pharmacy
Advocacy Group (PPAG) who supports the implementation of antimicrobial stewardship programs for all
pediatric patients. PPAG also believes that a pediatric pharmacy specialist should be included as part of that
program and that services be covered by managed care organizations and government insurance entities.
PPAG also recommends that states create legislation similar to that in existence in California and Missouri
and that a federal Task Force for Combating Antibiotic-Resistant Bacteria be permanently established. PPAG
also supports post-doctoral pharmacy training programs in antibiotic stewardship.
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Background
Antibiotic-resistant bacteria cause more than 2 million
illnesses and 23,000 deaths every year in the United
States.1 Antibiotics are widely prescribed for children;
approximately 20% of all outpatient and 60% of all inpatient visits result in at least 1 antibiotic prescription.2,3
Additionally, data demonstrate that many of these
prescriptions are unnecessary, and large variability in
prescribing between institutions further supports the
potential for improvement.2-8 The frequency of antimicrobial use in pediatric patients has led to a significant
increase in the prevalence of multidrug-resistant
bacterial infections among children during the past 2
decades.9 Unfortunately, the development and availability of new antimicrobials have been limited at best,
and to compound this problem, there have been several
shortages of available antimicrobials in recent years.10
Antimicrobial stewardship programs (ASPs) have
been created in many hospitals in an effort to curtail
and optimize antibiotic use. In 2016 the Infectious
Diseases Society of America and the Society for
Healthcare Epidemiology of America updated their
guidelines for implementation of ASPs.11 They define
antimicrobial stewardship as “coordinated interventions
designed to improve and measure the appropriate use
of [antibiotic] agents by promoting the selection of the
optimal [antibiotic] drug regimen including dosing, du-
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ration of therapy, and route of administration.” Broad
goals of an ASP continue to include the optimization
of clinical outcomes and minimization of unintended
consequences of antimicrobial use. Previously, most
literature focused on adult patient populations; however, in recent years there have been efforts by both
the American Academy of Pediatrics and the Pediatric
Infectious Diseases Society to advance and implement
pediatric ASPs within various health care settings.10
Pediatric-focused ASPs are necessary because of the
differences in antimicrobial need and use among this
patient population, unique considerations and dosing,
vulnerability for resistance due to a lifetime of antibiotic
exposure, and the increased risk of adverse events.12
In June 2016, the Joint Commission released prepublication requirements for the new Antimicrobial
Stewardship Standard, which are effective as of January
2017. This standard, which will be part of the medication management standards, provides specifics with
regard to elements, including accountability, leadership,
education, and core elements, that will be required.
This will lead to an advancement in ASPs, because as
of a 2011 survey of freestanding children’s hospitals,
only 40% (16 of 38) had a formal ASP, with dedicated
FTEs for the program.13 The opportunity for expansion
is clear, because ASPs are crucial to the improvement
of clinical outcomes and patient safety by combating
antibiotic resistance, improving the appropriate use of
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Table. Recommendations of the Pediatric Pharmacy Advocacy Group Regarding Antimicrobial Stewardship
Programs
States create legislation similar to what exists in California and Missouri, and that the recently created Task Force for
Combating Antibiotic-Resistant Bacteria remain a permanent Federal Task Force.
Every pediatric patient admitted to an acute care hospital should benefit from an antimicrobial stewardship program that
is staffed by a pediatric pharmacy specialist or one available for consultation when necessary.
Expansion of postdoctoral training programs for pharmacists in pediatric infectious diseases.
Inclusion of antimicrobial stewardship as an element of training in pediatric pharmacy residencies, and inclusion of
pediatrics as an element of training in infectious diseases pharmacy residencies.
Outpatient antimicrobial stewardship services provided by pharmacists trained in pediatrics be included in coverage by
managed care organizations and government insurance entities.

antimicrobials, and reducing adverse events
The purpose of this position statement is to discuss
the current state of legislation, establish the position of
the Pediatric Pharmacy Advocacy Group (PPAG) in support of implementation of ASPs for all pediatric patients,
and provide recommendations for implementation.

Recommendations
Recommendations of the Pediatric Pharmacy Advocacy Group regarding antimicrobial stewardship
programs can be found in the Table.

Advocacy

The PPAG recommends that states create legislation
similar to that implemented in California14 and Missouri.15
In addition, legislation should include reference to antimicrobial stewardship in the pediatric population and
the importance of having a pediatric infectious diseases
(ID) physician and a pediatric pharmacist, both trained
in antimicrobial stewardship. Legislative efforts should
also continue to increase antimicrobial stewardship in
the outpatient setting, including a source of funding
support. PPAG also recommends that the recently
created Task Force for Combating Antibiotic-Resistant
Bacteria remain a permanent Federal Task Force.16,17

Availability and Access

The PPAG believes that every pediatric patient admitted to an acute care hospital should benefit from an
ASP that is staffed by a pediatric pharmacy specialist
or one available for consultation when necessary. All
freestanding children’s hospitals should have ASPs,
structured with consideration given to guidelines, best
evidence, and local culture and resources. The ASP
programs should include all 7 core elements recommended by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: leadership commitment; accountability with a
single leader; drug expertise with a single pharmacist
leader; action by implementing at least one recommendation; tracking; reporting; and education.18 In addition,
children who are admitted to a primarily adult institution
should receive services from the institution ASP, with
assistance from local/regional pediatric ID experts, as
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needed. These programs should be supported by the
hospital administration both in establishing hospitalwide expectation of acceptance, and monetarily,
through funding for qualified FTE support (pediatric
ID physician(s) and pediatric ID pharmacists) and data
resources. Programs should engage local pediatric
subspecialists in the optimal management of special
situations and also routinely evaluate institution antibiotic use and resistance patterns. The outcome measures used in this evaluation should be appropriate and
optimal for the pediatric population being evaluated.

Pharmacist Training

PPAG recommends expansion of training programs
for pharmacists in pediatric ID. Training of the ideal
pharmacist to lead these programs is at this time difficult, because there are only 2 pediatric ID-focused
pharmacy residency programs currently available.19-21
Further, ASP certification programs offered by the large
organizations provide limited coverage of pediatricspecific ASPs. Of note, for its spring 2016 conference,
the Society for Healthcare Epidemiology of America
held its first antibiotic stewardship certificate course
for both adult and pediatric practitioners. The specific importance and need for well-trained pediatric ID
pharmacists is addressed more fully in a recent review
article justifying the need for pediatric ASPs.12
PPAG also recommends inclusion of antimicrobial
stewardship as an element of training in pediatric pharmacy residencies, and inclusion of pediatrics as an
element of training in ID pharmacy residencies. Until
more training programs are available to develop future
pediatric ID/ASP pharmacists, we recommend that
postgraduate year-2 programs in pediatrics require
training in ASPs and those training programs in ID
require significant pediatric ID/ASP exposure. Further,
those who have completed postgraduate residency
training in either pediatrics or ID should seek additional
experience and competency in the area in which they
are not trained. Some opportunities that currently exist
include attendance at the Annual Pediatric Infectious
Diseases Society Antimicrobial Stewardship Conference, or obtaining on-the-job training from working
closely with their opposite-trained counterparts. We
www.jppt.org
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also recommend the creation of pediatric ASP certification programs.
Pharmacists trained in adult ID and/or ASP with
limited pediatric experience should seek additional
training in pediatric antimicrobial stewardship. In addition, consultation with pediatric pharmacy specialists
should occur in order to ensure that special factors,
such as altered pharmacokinetics, optimal weightbased dosing, age-based bacterial colonization and
infection epidemiology, and pediatric-specific medical
conditions, receive appropriate consideration. All pediatric pharmacists, whether practicing in a standalone
children’s hospital or in an institution that serves both
adults and pediatric patients, should understand and
advocate basic principles of antimicrobial stewardship.

Reimbursement

The PPAG recommends that outpatient ASP services provided by pharmacists trained in pediatrics be
included in coverage by managed care organizations
and government insurance entities. Antimicrobial
stewardship can extend to the outpatient settings as
well in order to promote appropriate prescribing of
antibiotics22 and reduce antibiotic resistance in the
community. Because children so commonly receive
antimicrobials in an outpatient setting and because of
recently elucidated sequelae of antibiotic use in childhood, we believe that all children would benefit from
antimicrobial stewardship in the ambulatory setting
despite the limited data or experience. Pediatric and ID
specialists should collaborate to study optimal methods
of improving antibiotic use in ambulatory pediatrics,
and should advocate for programs at the local, state,
and national levels.

Conclusions
All hospitals should have ASPs that serve all patient
types. This includes the adult academic and community
hospitals that primarily care for children. In addition,
successful antimicrobial stewardship needs to be
further identified and implemented in the ambulatory
setting, which includes emergency departments, urgent
care centers, and retail-based clinics. The recent “National Action Plan for Combating Antibiotic-Resistant
Bacteria”1 should help encourage the creation of ASPs,
and PPAG strongly encourages these programs to
include pediatric patients.
The PPAG supports the creation of pediatric-specific
ASPs, in the interest of decreasing the incidence of antibiotic-resistant bacteria and improving health care for
children. We recommend that hospital administrations
provide support to these programs, and agree with
legislative and reimbursement initiatives for ensuring
their presence. The PPAG encourages individual pharmacists involved in pediatric antimicrobial stewardship
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to pursue training specific to such. Further, additional
pediatric ID pharmacy residencies should be created,
and both pediatric and ID pharmacy residencies should
include pediatric antimicrobial stewardship training in
their curriculums.
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